
 Painters and Decorators London: Child's Bedroom Painting Ideas 
 
Painting a child's bedroom can be an exhausting task. On the one hand, painters and decorators in 
London say that people want their children to like it, and on the other hand, they also want to keep their 
little ones safe during the entire painting and decorating process. So, the question that arises is how do 
you approach painting a kid's room? What are the important things to keep in mind?  
 
To begin with, in this blog, we will discuss the potential health and safety issues, and then we will talk 
about the paint and colour design of the kid's room.  
 
Painters and Decorators London: Safety in Interior Painting 
 
At first glance, it may look ridiculous to talk about safety when doing interior painting. The reality is that 
the painting process of a child's room can be really hazardous if not done correctly.  
 
Painters and decorators London say that the houses which were built before 1980 have lead paint on 
the walls and asbestos on the ceilings. If left undisturbed, these harmful materials do not cause a 
problem. However, any type of renovation or repainting process that disturbs those surfaces can release 
dangerous substances into the home environment. Scraping, sanding, or cutting your drywall or plaster in 
any way can create a harmful situation. 
 
If there is any chance your home contains lead paint or asbestos, make sure you hire qualified painters 
and decorators Hammersmith to work safely with these materials. A qualified and professional interior 
house painter will transform your rooms without putting any harmful substances into the household 
atmosphere. 
 
Another way to improve the safety of your interior painting is to use zero-VOC paints. These eco-friendly 
paints are virtually odourless, and they do not release any harmful or unpleasant chemicals into the air as 
they dry. Ask your local painter and decorator London what zero-VOC paints would be best for your 
child's bedroom. 
 
Painters and Decorators London: How to choose the best colour for your child's bedroom?  
 
Selecting an interior paint colour for your child's room can be intimidating and exciting at the same time. 
There seems to be no end to the number of options available. For example, warm colours like red, yellow 
and orange promote a cheerful and happy environment. On the other hand, colours like blue, green and 
purple tend to promote focus and calmness.  
 
Painters and decorators Chisckwick tell us that there are so many varieties of colours. For example, 
blue paints have a cheerful and warm undertone that gives them a perfect balance. On the other hand, 
creamy yellow colours instil a lot of energy in the room.  
 
If you want to consider your child's preferences, painters and decorators London tell you that there are 
two ways to do it:  
 

 
 Ask your child for the top 3 colour choices. Then, go to the paint store and find a shade that is 

one of those colours and will look attractive in your child's room.  

 Choose a handful of paint colours. Choose on the basis of which colour will best go with the 
current decor of the room, and make sure to keep the psychological impact of each colour in 
mind. Then, ask your child about the colour they would prefer in the room.  

 
Painters and Decorators London: Creative Design Ideas for Painting Kids Room 
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An accent wall is a fantastic way to add flare to your child's room without creating a very overwhelming 
feeling. If your son or daughter loves some bright and intense colours that can be too much for a room, 
you can simply try by putting the colour on one wall only. This gives a good look without dominating the 
whole room.  
 
Use neutral colours on other walls, like a beige one, to create a balanced effect. Another way that 
painters and decorators Fulham suggest is to add whiteboard paint or chalkboard paint to one wall or a 
portion of the wall. This way, your child will get the opportunity to express themselves in their room.  
For a more personalised look, you can go for a customised wall with your child's favourite character on it. 
Additionally, you can add some accent stripes, a wallpaper border or any number of creative touches. 
See, the options are endless. All you need is the help of expert painters who can bring your vision to 
reality.  
 

When you need interior painting in the United Kingdom, Platinum Paints is the name you can trust! For 
years, Platinum Paints has served London homeowners with exceptional craftsmanship and unbeatable 
customer service. Whether you need interior painting for a child's bedroom or any other house painting 
services, you can get expert opinions here always.  
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